Speaker Tonight

King Fund Movie
All prod...yds from the Friday Flicks
this ueek uill go into the Martin
Luther king .1 r,
Fund, a
spokesman tor Aloha Phi Omega,
sponsoring f raternity
od yis
terday.
I Mil Dark,- a suspense
film starring .%ialrey Hepburn, is this
neek’s liii. It ytill shou at 1 and
10 p.m. in Morris Dailey .tiidii triton.
Admission is 50 cents.
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Anti-War Week

Student Strike Planned
To Protest Viet Conflict
The Nation:d Student

Shardad and, secretary to the mintred., industry. :tral inr of c
uperitlscai of the Fiji Isl., nits, yyilI
speak at 7 tonight in the .1111121(tell
R00111 Of the College I ’WW1. Sponsored toy the International students
of Business and FAaimanits, lit’ i’lIl
speak on "The Impact of %V....tern
l’invis id Business in the south Pacific Region."

Mobilization

Committee to End the War in Vietnam (Si’s/ICI is planning a week of antiwar demonstrations Itnd a one-day student strike.
Two representatives from AS. coun-

informational booth on Seventh Street.
Anti-war activities have slowed down
on the SJS campus since the Oct. 15
Convocation and the Nov. 8 march on
City Hall. The SMC is hoping for allout student effort to make the April
15 strike an effective protest.

cil, Ron Harbrek and Acidic Inset, attended a national SMC conference held
in Cleveland Feb. 13-15. The plan for
the strike was adopted at that time. It
calls for April 13-18 to be a week of
"anti -war action," with an "international student strike," on April 15.
The SJS chapter of SMC is tentatively planning to hold panel discussions on the Vietnam war on April 13
and 14. However, no definite plans have
been made.
The SMC meets each Thursday night
in the College Union (C.1.1.) at 7:30.
Regarding the tentative April 15
strike, the regional SMC office in San
Francisco has issued a statement saying, "On that day an international
student strike will take place shutting
down high school and college campuses
and turning them into engines of antiwar activities which will feed into
massive city-wide demonstrations
across the country."
The SJS SMC will be discussing the
"anti -war week" during their meeting
this Thursday. They will make definite
plans for the proposed week of protest
during their next two or three meetings.
For any other information about the
SMC, students are urged to visit the

A.S. Council
Must Okay
Appointments
Five council members will be appointed, with the approval of Associated Student ’A.S.! Council, at today’s
meeting at 3:30 p.m. in the council
chambers of the College Union.
Council members will also vote on
the $2500 special allocation request for
five four-page supplements to the
Spartan Daily written by Third World
Students. Other allocation requests
from Reed Magazine and the SJS
Marching Band will also be considered.
A request for underwriting of the B.B.
King concert to be held in May will
be submitted to council.
A report will he given on Dr. Eldred
Rutherford’s firing.

Faculty Faces Rutherford Issue
State College Graduate Named
To Fill Board of Trustees Spot
A Fresno State College graduate, Phillip V. Sanchez,
has become the first graduate of the 19-eampun state
college system to, er to be appointed to the State College Board of Trustees.
Gov. Reagan named Sanchez, the Fresno County
administrator, and Robert A. Hornby, retired president of Pacifiv Lighting Inc., to seats on the Board
Monday. They succeed James F. Thacher of San
Francisco ullOtie term has esplred and Earl M. JurgenMtn of Los Angeles who has retired.
Sanchez, 40, has four children and has served as
Fresno County administrator shier 1963. In that year
he was named one of the ten outstanding young men
in the country by the Junior Cluunber of Commerce.
He has worked with Boy Scouts of America and
Junior Achievement.
llornby, 69, has been a member of the California
Coordinating Connell for Higher Education. He is a

Professor Backs DDT Use;
He Eats It by the Handful!
An SJS entomologist has defended
the use of the controversial chemical
DDT.
Dr. J. Gordon Edwards, professor of
natural science, said in a campus interview "pseudo-environment a I ist s have

East Side Park Project

Community Involvement Increases
By STAN SCOVELL
Daily Staff Writer
Although the tentative date for the
start of work on the Community Park
Project is April 3, the enthusiastic response already received by the program

has exceeded the expectations of Jim
Self, president of Manpower Administration Club, the projects’ sponsor.
Numerous donations have already
been received by business firms which
have endorsed the program’s concept of

Doily photo b5 Rh Heise’,

COMMUNITY PARK PROJECT MODELJim Self, left, president of the
Manpower Administration Club, and coordinator of the Community Park
Project, reviews designers’ plans.

member of both state and national councils on economic
education and serves aft a consulting professor and
lecturer in the University of Southern California School
of Business Administration. In addition, he Is a (’St’
trustee.
A past nreskient and director of the (’alifornia
Chamber of Conunerce, llornby has also been involved
In the San Franyisco Opera Association and the San
Francisco Foreign Relations t’onunission.
SatuthezlIVetl at 1015 E. Alluvial, Fresno and Hornby
lives at 435 S. Carson West, Los Angeles,
Both men are Repubileans and will serve eight-year
terms, according to the governor’s press office. These
two appointments bring to seven the number of positions filled by Gov. Reagan. Ile has Itlso reappointed
an eighth member, Trustee Daniel Kidder, originally a
Pat Brown appointee. The appointments are effective
as of March I. The positions ’my necessary expenses.

"creating interaction among different
cultural and ethnic groups on a project
of community concern."
The park will be located on the
East Side of San Jose between Jackson
and Capitol at the intersection of Story
and Galahad roads.
The park, when completed, will provide recreational facilities for a low
income urban area that is composed
of approximately 70 per cent minority
families.
"The txtrk," Self points out, "is a tool
of involvement and communication between the community, college, and political factions."
Although this "grass roots level"
method of community involvement has
been tried on the East Coast, it has
not attained the magnitude of the park
project. The San Francisco Examiner
already has run a series on the project
and Time, Life, Look and Sunset magazines have expressed an interest in
the completed story.
While much of the labor will be supplied by the students and neighbors of
the proposed park site, Self has turned
to the business community for materials and contributions.
Receptive PG&E officials leased the
park site to the city and have volunteered to design and install the lighting
features.
The small business establishments
readily agreed to provide materials and
installation. One minority construction
company has offered to provide a bulldozer and will aid in shaping the parks’
contour.
The Council of 110, an organization
emitted three years ago by former
SJS President Robert D. Clark to establish rapport between the college and
business communities, has already
made several contributions.
The project has received the endorsement of the Mayor’s Office, Acting
President Hobert Burns, the Model
Cities Program of San Jose, and the
San Jose Park and Recreation District.
Much of the labor for the project has
been volunteered by the neighbors and
from students of Goss Elementary
School, across the street from the park.
"The enthusiasm for the park," asserts Self, "can be attributed to the
fact that this is a park for the people.
It is a unique experiment in community
involvement."

bombarded the nation with a barrage
of anti -DDT propaganda which is remarkably untruthful and misleading."
lie quickly added that "Scientists
who are thoroughly familiar with the
facts could scarcely believe that anyone would take such accusations seriously. For 25 years DDT has been a
great benefactor of mankind, and it
seems incredible that anyone could deliberately seek to deprive us of this
remarkable ally in our fight against
death, disease and starvation.
"After all, we thought there were
such things as motherhood, patriotism,
and DDT that simply did not need
defending, at least, not until recently."
In his defense of the chemical, Dr.
Edwards criticized certain segments of
the press for printing "sensational and
unfounded stories" regarding the use
of DDT.
DISCOUNTED
"Statements by the chief toxicologist
for the U.S. Public Health Service and
by the chief of toxicology for the Food
and Drug Administration were entirely
discounted by many news media, but
an assistant professor of chemistry,
who never had a course in ecology,
soon became recognized as a leading
authority on toxicology, nutrition and
ecology," Dr. Edwards noted.
He said that the testimony of leading cancer specialists has often been
discounted by the media, in favor of
unfounded charges by non -medical men
that DDT may cause cancer,
"Cancer has steadily declined ever
since the advent of DDT, except for
lung cancer, of course, and no cancer
has been caused among the hundreds
of employees in the huge DDT factory
in California during more than 20 years
of massive exposure," he added.
Dr. Edwards also answers charges
by those who say that DDT does not
break down in the environment.
"Many official agencies regularly analy-ze our soil, air, and water, and the
majority of samples contain no trace
of DDT, even in the Columbia River
and the Mississippi and its tributaries,"
Dr. Edwards noted. "The latter rivers
drain some of the most heavily-sprayed
fields ill the world."

are very misleading, since they always
involve DDT concentrations thousands
of times stronger than those ingested
by humans.
He reported that the Audubon Soeietry bird census reveals that robins,
blackbirds, doves, quail, pheasants and
ducks are much more abundant now
than during the pre-DDT years.
BIRDS THRIVE
"Birds are certainly not becoming
extinct as the scare-mongers keep insisting," Dr. Edwards said. "In fact,
birds seem to thrive becaue there is
more food available and because they
have fewer insect parasites to transmit
diseases such as avian malaria, fowl pox, and Newcastle disease."
Dr. Edwards concluded by saying
"The President recently launched a
campaign to end hunger and malnutrition in the U.S. That program is
doomed unless DIYT and its allies remain available for use against destructive agricultural pests. Food prices will
soar if DDT is banned, for substitute
insecticides must be applied four to 15
times more often and each application
costs two to five times as much as
DDT treatment.
He disclosed that last October 8,000
Washington State orchardists petitioned the Department of Agriculture
not to ban DDT in that state, and
California cotton growers have found
that production casts increased sevenfold when substitutes for DDT were
used. In 1969, 13 spray pilots were
killed in California by those deadly
substitutes and children became ill
from phosphate pesticide poisoning.

Meeting To Hear
Actions Taken
And Voice Views
A general faculty meeting sponsored
by Academic Council will be held today at 3:30 p.m. in the College Union,
Loma Prieta Ball Room,
Burns,
Acting President Hobert
Chairman of the Academic Council
George Muench, and Dr. Rex Burbank
are included in the panel presiding over
the meeting.
According to Charles Larsen, academic senator, there are two purposes
for holding the meeting; to enable the
faculty to hear reports of action taken
and proposed by the Academic Council
and other groups on the recent firing
of Dr. Eldred Rutherford by Chancellor Durnke, and to provide an opportunity for faculty members to contribute their views on what Academic
Council has done about this situation.
PETITION APPROVAL
Also, at the general faculty meeting
members of the faculty will be asked
to approve a petition submitted by the
Academic Council against Dumke’s
action.
An A.S. sponsored student meeting
will be held in Morris Dailey Auditorium Thursday. Students will be asked
to sign up for work in the campaign
against Dumke’s action. Furthermore,
students will be asked to sign a petition written by the student organization leaders of SJS.
A.S. President James Edwards will
speak on the firing of Rutherford at
the Dining Commons of the new highrise dorm at 8:30 tonight. Edward’s
speech is sponsored by the dorm presidents and is open to all interested students, according to AS. Personnel Selection Officer Randy Kern.
DUMKE CHALLENGED
According to Charles Larsen of the
Academic Liaison Committee, a representative from SJS will confront the
State College Board of Trustees meeting of March 24 and 25 to answer
Dumke’s recent letter to the Academic
Senate.
Dr, Rex Burbank is presently compiling a document concerning the history of Dr. Rutherford and his actions
leading to his firing. This document
will be presented to the Chancellor.

’Pig’ Bill Introduced
A bill which would make calling
a police officer "a pig or any other
insulting or threatening name" a crime
was introduced in the State Sonatas
yesterday by Sen. George Deukmejian.
The Republican Attorney General
candidate’s measure would make the
crime punishable by up to a $500 fine
and six months in the county jail.

TESTS MISLEADING
The SJS professor also said that
DDT experiments with mice and birds

Women’s Liberation
Presents Symposium
Hear ye, hear ye!! Women of SJS.
unite and be heard! Arise and voice
your opinions on the role of women in
today’s society.
Your chance to do this will he tomorrow, March 12, when Women’s Liberation of SJS will present a "Symposium on Women," beginning at 10:30
a.m, in the Loma Pricta Room of the
College Union.

-

DR. J. GORDON EDWARDS
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Editor

P WI. MYER

13) G1.R1 PIERCE
"1 bile:ice does el 1411 j11,111.1. 11111i1O11,...
imich tollai
TI1C51. 5% or& appl) just as
Thoina,
author
English
alien
did
the)
as
Carls be first %rote 1114Iii .1 centurs agti.
Tlits carr) a special meaning in light
of the recent violent iltmonstrations at
Barthe I. iiisersity of California at Santa
bara I
of
The ettoleide mho took to the etreete
of Isla Vista are
the LCSIS eotimittnit
s. but
not to be blob/A.41 for their act:
critsever
to
ehould
rather
icism.
Their acts of destruction brought in the
police who were gretted with sl yrs of
rocks. Many serious injurits resulted
police.
.11111111g both demonstrator, and
reacted
It is no wonder that the pollee
in the brutal manner in which they dill.

Adr. Manager

Editorials

Befogged Demagogues
with nearsightedness,
A.S. Council. befogged with demagoguery and all
assaulted the free press on campus.
Council’s brief foray into censiirsliip was tSisely waylaid by .t. S. President
.1 :mit., Edwards. but the ultimate solution has not been reached.
Both the Dail and commit hate problems. hut they w ill not be solved by sup
pr --ion. Rather. tImy require solid decisions.
.1
follm% Mg three-point program is .1 beginning:
runds for srholarships for mittorit) students in journalism.
strengthening of a publications board on campus.
, cutting of finahwial binds on the Daily by instituting a separate subscriiiii the ASP, card. lottering the A.S. fees by a like amount, and directly
,
!1,;2; Dailv ad% ertising funds back to the Daily.
1,, iiistittition of such a program would benefit the Daily by adding racial and
1, imlanceti the staff. and by remot jug counvil’s controls on the press.
1!!! 1111111111 t5 mild also benefit. The licls plan could reduce council’s final’.
e
;ipport of the Daily.
nder the pre-ent system. the A.S.. through council, financially supports the
through all appripriation. Council pays the bills. and Daily advertising rev, ,,, ;. Imtinch.d. through the Student :Affairs Business Office, into the A.S.
:::,!,,rdl fund.
if the Daily ad staff Isere to falter, it would not affect publication. and the A.S. could be stuck vsith a higher bill.
propiised system. the Daily would receive a set amount (enough to
l inlet*
shirt tlo sear on). and the burden for continuing would rest upon the ad revenue.
stem is an efficient and equitable one. It deserves a chance. Council can
Thi
sei it in 1111011/11 tO/lay:

A Rather Dubious ’Good’?
Projecting into the future. it can be seen that perhaps one rather dubious
"geed- came out of the recent Board of Regents decision to impose tuition on
the student, of the In
of California. To see the benefits. however, one
has to relate the effects in terms that big businessmen, cost-effect experts, and
is ell Ronald Reagan understand.
That is. for those who ran !ray the prire. students will now be able to dent:Ind -- not ask demand a good and fair "product" in return for their
pound of flesh paid out. They van demand relevant courses. they can demand
smaller classes and qualified instructtirs. and. as consumers, they can demand
more participatitin ill "prtoduct" selection or curriculum.
Inn tuition hits the state colleges next. these demands will be bard, if not
impossible. to inert.

Staff Comment

ihetorical ’Name Calling’
By STEVE SWENSON
enrieted Tom McCune,
II 1,1/1111: .1.1111. 1Pres..- Ilase !:1111 not
I , ,I that Ise in the l’re.. are beyond
,’1111c1
alwas get the 1.,.1 word in.
But
didn’t critieize: sou vaned us
-u it of %OIL
1111
,.1
/1.1%111.1
1.1c1. 10 support
case.
11:
1-111’11
a beautiful, wellthouglimon 111’..r-iiii because 11111 Sall gel
11,01,11. 111 agree itith you even 11
gli you
41,11-1 base ail issue. 11 hat more convenient
Ns a, is there %Olen you don’t know what
sou’re talking about than to call the Spartan Ifaily names?
-L

ii

lii

,Sill.

OPENING
Look at I
degrading our opening
sentence is. 1 liii called ii. criticizers of
minoriti groups in their fight for justice
:out equality. 11 ow, that. cool. Es(’ryboils’s
for the minorit) il’tiui’ and equality. and
sou -as the Spartan 1)aily is against that.
41,-idt matter that it’s 11111 trio’ 1 Ihe
Il,,i ha- supported the grape lots col l. ii
out of its isas to gise die Hord
11 mid lit.’ four-page suppliments to explain their feelings). what mailers is that
St it hut fart- sill, have portrayed the !tally
oppr,-or.
But .1 mu, baby. you go on in splendor.
liii a..oriate iss a it h "descendents of slave
el,: -iii.. a lei murdered millions of 8lacks.111._
right along you also call ti iii sons of l’ioneer." who unit mils
Initchtrt91 Indians but 4ontemplated genocide.

GE \of

()Nu. 114, vri ins

don’t want sout to think sou blest it
. (if course. sour disregard
there. T
for the facts that we are the sons and
then, it the 20th cendaughters of our
tury and the Daily topeateill ha, called
for all ’Maori’s groups to work togethei

has nothing to do with your goal of trying
to make people hate the Daily.
Personally, Mr. Toni, baby, don’t accuse
nit of something either my forebearers did,
or an)11Ile else for that matter. I feel ,irm
guilt or sit:
or 1.1’1.11 all. vaguest association with anything anyone else did other
than nisself. And when you talk Aloof
racism and call 1111. names, beware....
You said that we an controlled by the
iii I establishment prtss. Pure poppycock
I ’,cosi, the syllables). We are a studentri ii
The students determine the
-torte-. write the editorials, edit the copy,
lake the pictures and take the credit or
Mame for anything that’s printed. We
check with our advisers only on style,
grammar. !die! and obscenity. The Spartan
Daily is the students speaking. ’font, so
don’t give us all "establishment" label.
WARM GLOW INSIDE
Noss.. Torn, your letter was not complete!) critical of the Daily. You said that II
sou won’t support our "distorted" press
!although we are the first to c
de that
sou are much limier at distorting things
than we are I and 2i the Daily is out of
tone with the rest of the student body I presumably that includes yourself). Please
don’t flatter us. Just knowing that you
don’t agree 15 1111 115 gives 115 a warm glow
inside.
1-4)11 enlightened us with the proverb
if the general population, "Never believe
Is hat son read in the newspaper.’" I read
inn article ill the newspaper and let no
till you, I don’t believe it.
Lastly. you said that you were no master
or fool. The libel laws, forbid me to tell
you what I think you are. Please do not
feel hurt if we of the Daily don’t listen
lit Still les mily herunee soil hove nothiaq
II, say

-

Staff Comment

’starch 11, 1970

One 1.1:SH student said last ueek.

"We haven’t laid a hand on him ... !"

Guest Room

Further ’Political Interference’
By LES FRANCIS
Candidate 25th Assembl) District
beliefs or organizational iictisities. Rather,
Political interferema into affairs of our
it should be the preservation and adherpublic institutions of higher education
ence to, the principle of due process.
continues unabated. The latest has taken
2) Interference by elected public ofplace at San Jose State College.
ficials into the affairs of our State (:ollege
Chancellor Glenn Dunike, in a virtually
’II l’:1111 and University is the cause of
unprecedented move, has decided to fire
pus unrest. Politicians. including the GUNan SJS faculty member. Dr. E. E. Rutherno matter mho that
eritor of the slate
ford has been notified of his dismissal by
might be-- should not semi. on the Board
the Chancellor despite the fact that such
of Trustees or Board of Regents.
action has not liten recommended by any
, no
t1 hilt the
3) No
college agency or administrator involved
administrative dematter how ill-adv
in matters of faculty retention. The chancisions might he, the academic community
cellor’s action is in direct violation of all
--faculty and student, --must not resort to
recognized p:iticiples of academic due proviolence. Not only is yiidence behavior
(’ess. As a member of the faculty at San
illegal and abhorrent. it ii.tiili. is courierJose State, and a candidate for the slate
produttise.
legislature, I fe4I I have a responsibility
In conclusion, I reiterate my opposition
to speak out in ilefrn-0 of due process and
to the thcisiiiii by Chancellor Duinke to
to de lllllnice the Chancellor’s action as
dismiss Dr. Rutherford. I akit call upon
advised and inappropriate.
the menibtrs of the academic community
Just as importantly. I feel I have a reand the citizens of San Je-e to resist any
sponsibility as a candidate for public office
temptation to vkliellee. 111-1i .11i. let its work
to make my position on this matter perlwtween now anti Nr,11,r to rid the
fectly clear:
Legislative and Execut is e 1,ranches of those
who create and profit Is crises such as
Ii The central issues in the current crisis
this!
$hould not be Dr. Rutherford. his political

violence.

Two t CS1-1 students who spoke at SJS
last Thtir,day claimed that students who
were arrested during the disturbances hase
all treat Ment ill the liands
receised hil
of the police department.
Snell oserriding of authority in our
not lie tohrated.
P’’1"’’ departments can
No matter lima’ much pros oration they
were given hy denionstrators. the police
ceast to be the public interest organization
they are nitant to be svhen they begin
acting as judge. jury. :mil executioner as
the UCSB students claim they have.
Another aspect of this questitm is the
position of the Bank of America.
Two weeks ago the demonstrators
horned down the li:111V- iS:230:000 Isla
Vista Branch. They cl.’ .41 that the Bank
represented a large corporal which was
exploiting "the people."
full page ad which appeared in 111.pal/ITS all over the country last Friday
(including this one) gave the Bank of
America’s response to this action.
The ail attacked violence as a means
of bringing about change. Obvisinsl a
large organization like the Bank of
America stands the most to lose in anarchy
so they, naturally, are going to take this
position.
However, although the advertisement
was somewhat overdramatic, I concur with
the Bank’s crititism of the s Went tactiis
used by L’CSB demonstrators.
The only thing that 1..7CSB students succeeded in doing by their violence was 111
anger a great many Americans who.
through

Thrust and Parry

FAIltor:

Since I have been enrolled at SJS itwo
years), I have never seen a more ridiculous
hassle than the present one, over the so-called
"racist" ad in the Spartan Daily last week.
It is obvious from the very insignificance of
the real issue (and the overreaction to it)
that those who believe they represent the
Chicanos are in reality using the mistake as a
lever in the implementation of a crudely
executed piiwer play. The concept of such an
uproar over a simple, stereotyped cartoon is
reminiscent of the type of thinking in Joseph lichens "Catch 22."
Surely, indignation over the cartoon may
be expected and should be expected. But the
childish antics of the "Daily Destroyers" and
the AS. Council suggest ulterior motives and
cretin minds. I ask for reason to prevail; let
the Chicanos involved not attempt to attack
the maker of the cartoon but attack the society which knowingly perpetuates such stereotypes. It is obvious the Daily did not.
M. Whelan

’Ludicrous Reading’
Editor:
Monday’s front-page article concerning
ROTC "instructors" (of how to kill) having to
notify Santa Clara County residents of their
military sons’ deaths was just about the most
absurd, ludicrous thing I have ever rend. First
of all, the authors state that "protests against
the war have gone out of fashion." This is so
far from the truth. Resistance organizations
exist an over the country, nationwide mobilizations against the war are currently being
planned, applicants for CO’s are many, draftIva% mg the country, and SO on.
dodgers
r.h.ii really sickened rile about
the artirle was this First, It was stated that

other means.

convinced to

might

have been

see the students’ point of

view.

Council; ROTC; SCARS
’(rude Power Play’

"Th..

pigs Stern picking iip the rocks that the
people were throwing .11 them and throssing diem back at the people. The probable fact of the matter is that
both the I. l:SB stuiltnts who participatedl
in iln violence, and the police deliartment.
were guilt S of many dubious acts of swell

. . actually apologize
"some of the families
for the job that the RoTC has to do." The
presupposition that this implies is that war is a
natural parl of human relations and that.
ROTC’s duty is to train men to fight in these
wars. Of course then it is a terribly sad duty
In turn, to inform families of their dead sons.
Far too many people accept as fact that wars

must go on.

Secondly, Mn, Goo was quoted as saying
that "we are trying to take a more humanistic
approach . . 2’ in relating deaths to families.
This is an amazing contradiction in that he is
in the business of training men to destroy
human life and then he says he is humanistic.
I say the only way the military could be
humanistic is for it to dissolve.
Marc Rosenberg
A011207

’Our Highest Priority’
Editor:
Dr. Ron Dont sent me a copy of your Feb.
II editorial, "Less Scars From SCARS." I
appreciate your comments, and hope that an
improved computer registration will be available soon. I posted a copy of your editorial so
that all of our staff are reminded that improved systems frequently directly benefit
students.
Incidentally, SCARS lives. A significantly
revised registration system has been programmed which we feel will give improved
student schedules. This system is being tested
using preferences given to us by students from
San Fernando Valley Slate College. After
system tests are completed, the software will
be available to the college campus desiring
I appreciated your
give an improved
highest priority.

editorial. Such comments
registration system our

.14iner Farmer, Iffrri tor
1st format!.
S) stems
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Marines Cousel Seventh St. Fire? No!
Medina Charged in Massacre
Future Receipts
_

piled triont Assis-iatrit Priiss

,t

fieneath the broken window
was a painted sign which said
"Free Bobby Scale."

Cr’ .1111 Ernest L. Medinii
one cit
list

ce soldiers added tic ttir

if men accused in the al-

leged massacre at My Lai.
Medina,

former

Innocent Pleas

commanding

officer of Lt. William L. Caney
Jr.,

was

charged

with

three

counts, one of maiming and murder, one of murder. and one of
assault with a deadly weapon.
The murder counts are connected with the sweep through
My Lai March 16, 1968 and the
as--atili charge !dims icom an incident the following day.
Others charged were. Capt.
Eugene M. Kotoue. two counts of
murder and one of asciault: S.
Sgt. Kenneth L. Hodges, one
Count of rape and cm- of assault
to commit murder: Pvt. Max D.
Hutson, one count of rare, on.
of murder, and one if as-iattlt
with intent to commit muriltit
and Set. E.equiel Torres. two
charges of mcirder and Inc of intent to commit murder.
The five eharged now face illvestigation to determine whothei
they will be hi ought before :c
cciurt-martial for prosecution.

Bomb Fails
President S I 11:0:diawa’s office at San
It rived
the
The bomb
bombing Mondaj
failed to exploit; .
A spokesman at
said two custodian.’ sacs i halo
in a ground floor window of the
office and found a hroken berr
brittle with an unlit wick. The
or the bottle
eh -cut -id eiao

Innocent pleas were filed in
U.S. District Court in San Francisco yesteiday by ten Alameda
County sheriff’s deputies and two
former deputies to charges of violating civil rights in firing shotguns, and mistreating arrested
persons during the Berkeley People’s Park riot last May.

Unruh Charge
Democratic _tiliernatorial canI’math told a news
ference In Saeramento yesterday. jost hours before Gov. Reaon television to
gan was to
iiins for re-cleeannounce

Bon, that Reagan was "a standstill governor."
Unruh claimed the college situation has gotten worse, taxes
have risen, crime has worsened,
unemployment has increased, and
welfare case loads are up 40
percent.
Unruh stated he did "not intend
to be a standstill governor," and
he is "confident that I can do
better."

Combat Pay
Hostile fire pay of $65 per
month has been paid to US. military personnel in Laos since Jan.
1, 1966. the Pentagon disclosed
Tuesday.
Although synonymous with
combat pay, the allotments have
been called hostile fire pay because Laos has not been desig:rated a "combat zone."

Car Bomb

Third World
Needs Copy
Any Chicano, Black. Oriental
lir A11101’1[1111 Indian students who
would like to submit artides,
photographs. art work or poetry
to be published in the Third
World Supplement !nay turn their
WOck in to the seeretary in the
Sits tent Offices on the
third floor of the Student Union
or contact Vicki Hernandez at
the Spartan Daily office.
Articles should be no longer
than BIM. typed pages.

An associate of militant It. Rap
Brown and another unidentified
Black man were killed Tuesd;u.
when an explosive destroyed their
can as it traveled on U.S. 1 south
of Bel Air, Md.
The second man, who apparently took the force of the explosion,
had his hands blown off, making
fingerprint identification impossible, hut following conjecture
that it was Brown a state medical examiner announced a tentative finding, based on photographs, that it was not.
The other man was identified
as Ralph Featherstone, a former
Brown associate in the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee,

Students Participate as ’Neutral’
Country at Model United Nations
By FRE111
Dalt, 8taff 11’riter
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MEC Recruits Minorities
For Fail MBA Program
Sclusd ot Business MmCommit t ee
rio
7,11
is recruiting minority students interested in entering into
the Masters Degree in Business
Administ ration IMBA I program
in the Fall 1970 semester.
Negwaicii,ns are being coot1,1,0,1 t AIii. MIX’ for the sponsorship of two Blaek and Iwo
Ales,,,n American students in
the School of Business’ MBA
program.
Interested senhirs in all majors
with a 2.73 (WA in upper division
wcab and an AB degree by the
Fall ’70 semester are urged to
contact Fred Jackson at 287-3327
or Toby Solarzano at 289-9665.
Seholarship money and employmem on and ot t -nnpos an. in
!he
it ?Ira; for ’lb.
’

Today’s Book Talk Reviews
’The Whole Earth Catalogue’
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Whole I 111’s
ii lif. tho till,?,it 12:30 pm, in
,

trier

class, "It’s a tremendous learn- I
ing experience. You actually become the country you represent."

Capitol Newsman
To Speak Today
Before Audiences
Walter
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Ridder,
Chief
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Prepared for the First National
Environmental Teach-In (April 22)

BELL
This handbook brings together teachers, students,
scientists, writers, and others to focus on some of
the major problems. It does not stop there it
suggests action that can be taken right now in
any community.
EDITED BY GARRETT DE

CAL BOOK

1’

Day

Mcurshall Colston, professor of
social work at Sacramento State
College, will be on campus Friday. March 13, 9:30-4:30 in the
Conference Room of the Placement Center. He will interview
minority students interested in a
two-year program for a Masters
in Social Work. There is a possibility of financial aid.
Students interested in the program may sign up in the Placement Center before March 13,

Ridder
at

SJS,

..

k

SALE
Sleeping Bags
Camping Equipment
Back Packs
*
*
*
*

BELL BOTTOMS
PEACOATS
FIELD( OATS
JACKETS

"Your Surplus
Supermart"
297-1764

Send $1.00 for your copy
of the booklet just published:

"AN EXPOSE OF THE TRAFFIC CITATION SYSTEM"
Resealed here for the tint time is how authorities control traffic by police
state methods which violate motorsits’ constitutional guarantees to freedom,
justice and due process for the sake of obtaining revenue, and how the
system thereby contributes to traffic congestion, accidents, deaths, and
disrespect for law. Revealed also is an orderly plan whereby motorists
themselves could easily terminate this evil and unconstitutional system if
authorities refuse to do so.

CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 M %MUT Si.
SAN FRANI:1St:O. CA. 94103
Mall me 1170 chaffer flight schedule

NAME
STREET
CITY & ZIP
...cce-..eacozococcoP

FREE Booklet

COMPUTER CAREERS
GoOdbye,
Organization
Man.
Hello,
Renaissance
Man.
We don’t herd. We go with
individuals. We think diversity’s
what it’s all about. And the
people we need are people
who need to be independent.
Insurance counselling is a
field in which income has no
ceiling. It offers the opportunity to perform a highly useEui
service to corporations and
individuals. And consider this:
22% of this company’s top
began
learning
agents
and
earning while still in college.

long and A,sociates
675 N. 1st Suite 508
297-5707

Salaries
tab Opporturdtln
Career Advancement
Training Requirement*
Train on IBM 360 Computer
Accredited Member NATTS
ella and Men toupee

01211/11NC[

Pa
Read and Use

Ads

25 N. 14th. San Jose 95112
286-9622
An Educational Affiliate of

For

CONTROL DATA

Convenience and Profit

CORPORATION

For details contact Professor Tansey..4rt Department or ran
lir. fen,en 211-661.0. Evenings and Weekends.

FIRST CLASS
Permit No, 17370
San Francisco. Calif.
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cADLER.DUNCANI;PPIERCE
TRAVEL ASSOCIATES
4140ementStreet.Sulte6
San Francisco 94118

EUROPE
Round Trip For Only

289
Depart:
New York

Depart:
Oak. -LA

289

199

STUDENT SERYILkS WEST, INC.

ROUND TRIP TO TOKYO $350
Contact.
LOIS D1CKINSEN
Bldg. BB
315 S. Ninth St.

535 E. Santa Clara
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PROVALENT

MUTUALmsCOMP,,,,

$1,225 (round trip)
($800 Return trip)

Answers Your Questions
About:

Stop by or phone our campus office today. Check out
our Campus Internship Program. Then do your own thing,
Leonardo.

CLARENCE SHAK
P.O. Boa 10026, Honolulu, Hawaii 86816

eite 7 7/9111?
See Europe with Professor Tansey
June 30 through August 11

JET CHARTER

(415) 392-8513

RED FRONT
SURPLUS

MOTORIST!

clock
Any

the

will’ be

the
on

Social Work
Interviews

speaking to college students and,
in particular. journalism students
today, and tomorrow.
Befor a
college -wide audience, Ridder will speak today. ’t
2:30-4 p.m, and tomorrow, 2-3:30
p.m. in IC 141.
Ridder will address journalism
students today 11:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. and tomorrow, 10-11:20 a.m.
in the Spartan Daily Nieves Room.
Culminating his visit to SJS.
Ridder will he the featured
speaker at Deadline Dinner, to
he held in the Loma Prieta Room
in the College Union tomorrow
at 6:30 p.m.

11.

The Environmental Handbook

134 E. San Fernando

The SJS MBA program is
listed as the top priority of the
MEC whose purpose is "To recruit minority students (particularly Black and Mexican-American) to study either a graduate
or undergraduate program in the
School of Business."
The MEC recently held a seminar on "Minorities and Industry" in the Umunhum Room if
the College Union. RPSOUIVP
people for the seminar included
Otis I., Courtney of SRI and
other members of the college and
business communities.
_
ss.rVerVerWeSeWeWeeiorL

’round

HI
,
lie

of the MEC. The screening panel
is composed of minority students
and faculty and students and
and faculty in the MBA program.

pursue advance training as either
a ground or aviation officer.
College seniors or graduates
may also apply for a commission
under either the Officer Candidate Course or the Aviation Officer Candidate Course.
If you’re interested in being a
front line officer or an aviation
officer in the Marines, further
information will be available in
Barracks 6. between 10 a.m. and
3 p.m.

Washington

for

Sot i01

I al I

I

I:due:Ilion
gi \ in 1,, .3", ie:,n
II
1,

Of the 81.450 needed to make
the trip, 81.000 has been allocated. The remainder must be
raised by no later than April 5.
Tsepeleff says of the MUN

’’.5
ill

1110e.
311

lems of the world. Each of the
committees then elected a representative to act as spokesman
for them in the General Assembly.
Angie Brooks, president of the
l’.N General Assembly from Nig,:
is ill be the key speaker at
it:, I ;I. West MUN.

The Marines will be landing on
SJS soil. Tiwy are going to send
their Officer Selection Team to
SJS t., interview prospective officer candidates.
The Marines won’t be the first
armed forces branch to set foot
on the SJS campus. Anti the results of their visit won’t set any
firsts either.
’The Marines are scheduled to
visit SJS on Nlatich 16 and 17.
They plan to outline Marine
Corps as
and front line
officer plans.
Major E 0. Le Roy anti Captain R. R. Bowen plan to dismiss
the different programs students
can take. The programs offer
training in the summer only, at
two different six -week instruction periods. And there will lxIto military classes or drill’_ during the school year. The eandidate would be commissioned at
his graduation and would then

.
it,- nut I... blened
Street yesterday.
Studtilts whit inay !nee seen
onclusion. Delgado demonstrated to the children the sin a fire engine or heard its siren
out, funetions of the fire engine.
yesterday afternisin can rest
Students from the class obeasy. The San Jose Fire Departserved the children’s reaction to
ment ISJF1,00 fire engine was on
the firemen Their observations
campus to instruct a home economics class.
Home economics 170 is a
in the "observation and part ,;iFROM OAKLAND
pation in the guidance of youn.:
children." Students from the cies,.
I I,
look after, and observe the bechildren
havior of 16 4 -5-year-old
In cooperation with the IlonaTO LONDON
Economics Department. firemen
6
0.0
S
demonstrate
were on campus to
I.T)
fighting
what
fire
to the children
’
ONE V.
is all about.
Robert Delgado, SJFD Publin
LONDON -AMSTERDAM
Relations Officer, spoke to the
children cm the needs for fire 11
safety. He then showed the childROUND TRIP
ren the individual equipment
worn by each fireman. According
For complete flight schedule
to Miss Marie Abersold the class
phone
instruebir, "lie talks to the
children in a very: lsisitive Way
OR WRITE
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SUNDAY
EA :N. 7: CH 22 8 p.m.
SAN JOSE
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
TICKETS: S4.00S5.00-S6.00

SAH JOSE
BOX OFFICE
912 Town & Country Village
246-1160

I NI,
pitch soitbal
April 8.
The upper division basketball
playoff tourney got underway
Nliaiday. In an elimination game
the final pLiyuff spot. the
..ieubrutors iMike Duggan 30
. ;nits! nutSCOred Gras Menageri
Jim Buck 18, 63-55.
In first round tournament ticn. the Panthers Ron Tribble
defeated Que. ’Malkin An40-31: the Enforcers
rson
won by 38-33 over
’.1 Jaffe IiS
Hannon 13 : favored
INI
Tee DeShong, Steve
,kkb. ears, of Red
is,
111;,...,
151, 68-43
1,,is
:tont..
thi impresing Lueubrators
DeTourneau 231 came
k i’k with a second half blitz to
1kfeat ZOO No. 2 iKen Johnson
56-40.
I,, lower division tournament
1",-; defeated Blue Mink,
; 0
S,Inshine Boys Ni’. 2
Stese Xiiien 18 whipped Sea,zrani. 7 Mike Ray 201. 67-52:
i Jim Knott
Mulder Hall No.
Irsi won over the isli-tits iBruce
Anderson 14. 7,7 -is And the Dir181
I, hr
I Lirper
I )e’t’e’liiI
kred Canterbury I Spencer
161. !-sti-55,

Carutheits’ Extra Training
Secret to 17-Foot Vaulting
B3 !ANL: t 51.1..tt t.
Vti ti.1
paii. ;sp.,
Nk’hen 01,N
Bob Seagren was 1)Cill en ii. ak.
pole vault at the All-Agnei .iti
;n Sun Fran indoor Games .I.m

1
Carrle Its a surprise to
most track fans.
I ne ot the less not surprised
v..: the man Who beat him ...k Caruthers of SJS.
being elected SJS team

*

On the Way Up
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card t.ntitles you to a ..
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ir:44CCOUNTING
SENIORS
Interested in auditing income taxescorporation
taxessales taxesunemployment insurance? Concerned about proper use of welfare fundsmedicareuniversity and college monies? Do you enjoy
traveling? Hate to travel? . . .

rr )(q.
Special Student Ret :sal Rates
11 ’,.11,:1)
TI’l’Ell:

l’EliFE1;1.1()N NEEDED? ft)

NIANI .%1,

auditors find early responsibility in a wide variety of
professional auditing careers. Promotional opportunities are
excellent. To find out more about these openings, please go

State

to your Placement Office and make an appointment with one
of the State representatives when they will be on campus
March 19, 20. Our representatives are authorized to make
definite employment offers. All you have to do is to make an
interview appointment at your Placement Office but
you
must do so now; because, if you wait until our people are
on campus, it may be too late to fit you into their schedule.

111 FI

S 8.110

1 mo.
3 ino.

$12.50
per.

:;::). 1.11(1

MO.

can j04e 7weteritep Co.
2i -id III -I, 1)\1)

CALIFORNIA
STATE
GOVERNMENT
NEEDS AUDITORS.
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VERSATILE SAM CARUTHERS is about to plant his pole (top
photo) and is shown clearing the bar in right photo. Caruthers
vaulted 17-0 in last Saturday’s meet at SJS’ Tartan track for
the best outdoor vault in the world this year. The Spartans’
co-captain cleared 17 feet indoors six times this season, beating
Bob Seagren three times. Caruthers is a fine high hurdler and
also competes in the high jump.

1 -I

1-:11
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GUITARS

GUITARS

GUITARS

BUY OR RENT TO OWN
41oep i/titAic
We have the largest
selection of guitars
and drums in town.
Guitar lessons are
also available for
your convenience.
Two Locations To Serve You
84 E. San Fernando
298-5404

Contact Your Placement Office NOWA
for an Interviw on March 19, 20 II

co-captain last Septentber. Caruthers has been training harder
than before, a factor he and
coach Bud Winter think has been
the reason for his success.
Caruthers, whose best vault
was 16-6 outdoors last year,
vaulted 17-0 to beat Seagren Jan.
3. Since then he has cleared 17
feet indoors six times and beaten
Seagren twice more.
-Sam has more speed than last
year.- says Winter. Caruther
feels the increased speed he Ilk,
gained through extra training h..s
helped his vaulting, as well as his
ability in the hurdles.
Caruthers says his being team
captain "inspired me.’* However,
Sam’s performance against Stanford Feb. 28 must have inspired
other Spartan track athletes.
The night before the meet
Caruthers was in Ness’ York for
the Amateur Athletic Indoor
Championships and missed his
plane because 01 the length of
the coinpetition. Ile caught a late
plane, arriving in San Jose at 1
p.m. without sleep. He arrived
at Stanford Stadium at 1:30 and
won the pole vault at 15-6. beating teammate Bob Stover and
Olympian Casey Carrigan of
Stanford.
Caruthers first tried 17-0 outdoors this year last Saturday at
Spartan track. Sam hit the bar
on his first attempt, but it
stayed up and he had the best
outdoor vault in the country this
year.
"Caruthers could be the first
man to go 18 feet," noted Winter.
Sam thinks he can snake the
magic barrier, although he says
"I don’t know when."
Although the pole vault is his
best event, Oiruthess is a fine
hurdler and has high jumped this
year. His best time in the hurdles
is 13.9, but Sam feels he can get
down to 13.7. Although he did not
high jump last year, Caruthers
has taken on the added burden
this year.
Caruthers. who has participated in decathlon competition
in the past two years, plans to
work on it later in the season.
His best score was 6797 in 1968.
The world record is 8417.
Says Winter of his multitalented athlete: "He can be one
of the greatest athletes in the
country this year."
-

7th Annual
Europe
Jet Flights
Los Angeles-London
Round trip
(Fur student.. family and
staff mil) )

Spring Quarter Special
March 29-June 16 II

wks.

$225

Summer Flights
June 15 -Sept. 22 14 wks. $295
June 2I -Aug. 21 9 wks. $295
3 8 wks. $295
July 5-Sept.

LTS Travel Service

5161 Stevens Creek Rd.
248-9C58

4246 Overland Ave.,
Dept. B, Culver City,
Calif., (213) 839-7591
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SJS Judokas Ready
For Cal, AAU Meets
When SJS loses a judo match,
a little bit of history is made.
The Spartans have collected eight
consecutive National Collegiate
Athletic

Association

champion-

ships and never lose a dual match,
or tournament.
Well, hardly ever.
Coach Yosh Uchida’s judokas
suffered their first loss in years
Saturday in the AAU Brown Belt
tournament, dropping the team
title to the Island Judo and
Jujitsu Club, 14-11.
But coach Uchida and his
squad are pointing toward Saturday’s Senior AAU Championships
in Spartan Gym which serves as
qualifying for the National Collegiate Championships at Michigan State in early April.
"The loss means nothing,"
Uchida explained. The Spartans
used freshmen and brown belts
and undoubtedly could have won
the title by using their best.

Spartans Paul Wulf (heavyweight) and Jim Ewald (1761
took individual titles while SJS
139-pounder Mike Thibodeau added a third -place.
The Spartans warm up for
Saturday’s big tourney with a
dual-match against University of
California tonight.
Action gets underway at 7 p.m.
in the SJS wrestling room.
Saturday’s Senior AAU championships will attract junior colleges, colleges and universities
from throughout California and
the Pacific Coast.
"This is the most important
tournament of the season," coach
Uchida observed. "The first three
finishers in each weight division
qualify for the nationals, so we’ll
use our best individuals."
Prior to the nationals, April 4,
the Spartan judokas face Cal
State Hayward April 1 and conclude their season with a promotional tourney on April 25,

Linksters Hole Fifth
SJS’ undefeated golf team kept
its unblemished record intact
Monday by drubbing University
of San Francisco, 24(i to 2’i at
San Jose Country Club.
Jerry Vroom’s linksters go
after their sixth consecutive win
Friday at the same location, facing Fresno State College, their
toughest test to date.
The Bulldogs captured third
place in last weekend’s Los Angeles State Invitational, seven
strokes ahead of SJS’ total of
925.
Fresno also placed ahead of the
Spartans in the partners champ-

(POI ITI:7

Any t

ionships, taking a second with
a 440 total. SJS was four back
at 444, good for third.
Kelly Moser again paced the
Spartans in their win over USF
with an 18-hole total of 69. Other
scores for SJS were: Steve Bohn
80, John Adams 73, Glen Woodruff 80, Steve Hakes 79 and Jim
West 72.
Upcoming action for the SJS
linksters include dates against
Willamette University, March 16;
San Diego State, March 19; the
Fresno State Golf Classic, March
20-21 and Cal State Los Angeles,
March 23.

(POLITICAL ADV

SOCIALIST POLITICS
and purpose of political action
by the Socialist Labor Movement. "As to
Politics," by a man receiving high praise
from Lenin for his contribution of Socialist
Industrialism, Daniel De Leon shall be discussed. Come to Ed. 412 this Wed. at 8 p.m.
H. Steiner instructor.

The IMMO’

...for our executive development program

Whether you’re in liberal arts or accounting, in retailing, engineering or
no matter what your field of study you may be
business administration
just right for Sears. Sears is a great many people, with a great
variety of backgrounds, doing a great variety of jobs, in the dynamic
merchandising field. You are not limited to remaining in the line of work you
have prepared for in school unless, of course, you want
to
because at Sears the emphasis is placed on developing many
talents
talents you perhaps never suspected you had.

THE SOCIALIST LABOR
PARTY

merchandising credit management controllers
MARCH 20, 1970 Interviews
Please make necessary arrangement:, ,,,-tugh the Placement Office,
An equal opportunity employer

Scars

Spartan Daily ClassifiedsLike Having
A Personal Salesman Ring 23,000 Doorbells

Film Review

Theater Review

Times Have Changed
Even Horror Movies
it)
Iti

MIKE NOLAN
estiautIve Writer

Ito

Remember, when you were
younger, attending those fantastic horror and science-fiction
movies -- double and often triple
bills? For a dime or maybe a
quarter?
They featured such intriguing
characters as Dracula. Frankenstein, the Mummy and the Thing
and monsters like the Blob, the
Giant Gila Monster, the Killer
Shrews, the Spider, and even
his cousin, the Tarantula.
Times have changed -- and so
have horror films. Now they cost
$1.50.
Blood and guts
real guts
have become more prominent
and the story lines a bit differnet, in line with the more sophisticated tastes of today’s audiences.
Having little of significance
to do one evening, this reviewer
sat through three of the latest
gems in the monsters and murder
field - "Dracula Has Risen from
the Grave," "Frankenstein Must
Be Destroyed," and "Kiss and
Kill."
BLOOD-FILLED
Though horror films have not
been produced in much quantity
since their prime days in the late
1950s and early 1960s, these
three contained enough blood to
make up for lost time.
Ten or 15 years ago, the horror
was more implied than actually
shown. That, definitely, isn’t the
case now.
And while the heroes have departed to be replaced by antiheroes or non -heroes, even the
villains have picked up new
tricks.
Remember how a stake driven
through the heart would readily
kill a nasty vampire like Dracula. In the old days?
Not the new Dracula. When a
stake was driven through this
one’s heart, he merely writhed
through an appropriate gallon
or two of blood before finally
wrenching the stake free and returning to his coffin for a little
It & R.
CONVENIENT CROSS
No, it took a solid gold cross,
..hveniently stuck into the
intl in just the right spot,
t 1.111 Dracula when the ravished
larrs boyfriend pushed him off
the ramp of Castle Perilous. A
50-foot fall onto the cross did the
trick
and the audience saw
every gory minute of it.
In the old days the monster
would be whipped by the hero.

CUPB Dance
Friday Night
Bobby Stevens, formerly of the
Checkmates Ltd., will be featured
in a dance Friday, March 13, in
the College Union Ballroom.
Stevens and his orchestra will
play from 9 to 1 p.m. and will
include such hits as "Sweet Caroline," "Baby I Need Your Lovin,"
"Lone Bones," "Games People
Play," "I Have a Dream" and
"Someday We’ll Be Together" in
the show.
The veteran performer started
singing 20 years ago and was
with the Checkmates for the past
10 of those years.
An added attraction for the
dance will be a dance contest
Which will begin at 11:30 p.m.
A $25 prize will be given to the
best dancing couple.
Admission to the dance, sponsored by the College Union Pro’rim Board, is $1.50 for SJS
iiidents and $2 for all others.

A ’Doggie in the Brig’

Now, everybody dies and nobtkiN
wins or loses, it seems, or at
least that’s what happened in
the new version of Frankenstein
Five people, not counting the
monster, died in one great blood and-fire closing scene.
And, of course, these days they
Wednesday. Marrh 11, 1970
couldn’t let a movie about Frankenstein pass without actual scenes
of cutting into brains, stealing
hearts, chopping off hands and
heads, ad nauseurn.

The best part of the entire
movie came when some joker
yelled "about a quart low" when
the good doctor Frankenstein
was drilling
yes, drilling into the brain of some poor unfortunate, and trying to siphon
some sort of mysterious fluid.
And in "Kiss and Kill" that
old baddie, Fu Manchu, wearing a
Fu Manchu mustache yet, returned for the umpteenth time
to threaten the world. Returning
with him was a bevy of threequarter naked girls being whipped
every few moments in a dark
cave.

By JOHN ROONEY
Special to the Bally
The California Gold Rush is a
colorful, vibrant part of American history. Producer and writer
Alan Jay Lerner’s film adaptation of "Paint Your Wagon" captures the lively, humorous, chaotic mood of the
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country.
The movie version of Lerner
and Loewe’s 1951 musical stars
Lee Marvin as the rough, intoxicated miner, Ben Rumson, Marvin’s quiet, sentimental friend,
Pardner, is played by Clint Eastwood.

All told, it was quite an educational experience
especially
when the films were rated "M."
Love
now, that rates an
"X." After all, what could be
worse for our youngsters than
showing them some of the more
sorld aspects of life?

They have settled in the womanless mining town of No Name
City, a mess of tents, mud, gambling and drinking.
HAPPY TRIANGLE

KSJS
News Log

Excitement reaches a frenzy
when a Mormon traveling through
with two wives sells one to the
highest bidder, Ben Rumson, who
marries his purchase. Elizabeth
(Jean Sebergi, She is in love
with both Ben and Pardner. To
resolve this dilemma, all three
decide to live together in matrimony.
This happy state of affairs is
broken up by puritanical newcomers, especially after Ben introduces a lad in this group to
all the popular local vices, which
now includes the lively attractions of a mining camp hotel.

6:00 NEWSL1NE. Bill Jordan and Tom McGuire
with a round-up of all
the news pertaining to
anything.
6:10 SPARTAN SPECTRUM. Find out what’s
up on the SJS campus. Listen to Jack
Bulavsky and Pauline
Fillion,
6:25 SPARTAN FOCUS.
The sounds of country
music are with us. Bill
Brooks discusses their
origins.

The theme of "Paint Your
Wagon" is freedom. The miners
cannot tolerate authority or civilization.
The plot of Lerner’s production
offers little in the way of suspense or involvement. The audience can assume that Elizabeth
will not maintain two husbands.

Residents of West Hall can
hear programs on 880 AM.

GAUDY SETS

Classic Series

The real source of the film’s
magic lies in its gaudy, extravagant musical numbers and sets.
Paramount spent $20 million and
operated for a production period
of six months.
A $2 million Gold Rush city
was constructed in the Oregon
wilderness on hydraulic machinery so It would collapse for the
movie’s finale.
A production staff of 800 built

"The 39 Steps," a Hitchcock
suspense story, will be shown in
Morris Dailey Auditorium today
at 3:30 and 7 p.m. The film is the
second of this semester’s Classic
Film Series co-sponsored by the
College Union Program Board,
Associated Students and the
Audio-visual Service Center. Admission is free to the college
community only.
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the sets and turned
u
7000
eostuni
They made mei:, thing
thralls,
h.ons
and 15o,, ss
i,.. Conductor and eomposer Andre Pre vin wrote music for the additional songs the movie required.
/Terve Presnell, who qualifies
as the only genuine singer among
the leads, was givs only a walkon part plus on, song, They
Call the Wind Maria." It is the
most famous of the musical
numbers.
CAN’T SING
Lee Marvin makes no pretense
on his lack of singing ability, but
he adds a characterization that
would be impossible for must professional vocalists.
Clint Eastwood manages his
songs well considering he has no
real experience in the musical
field. "I Still See Eliza" was
romantic and fit well with the
character development of his
part.
The best numtr:: by far in the
film is "There’s a Coach Comini
In." It represents a well coordinated effort of music, action and
scenery to dazzle the audience.
its
drriwbacks.
Even with
Lerner’s film adaptation comes
off as a humorous and enjoyable
production.
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Artists, Advertisers

Black -light Oil Paintings
Demonstration, SJ Mary
Ann Gardens, March 10,
11, 12, 13, Lincoln Ave.
Shown from 7:30-10:30
p.m. Admission $3.50. For
more info. Call Odessa
Foutz 294-3207.

Sally Yater

Wear

Swim

and

Casual Wear

2081 So. Winchester

Campbell, Calif.

"By George, it does hold
twenty college boys!"

Auditions for the Los Gatos Community

,S)urf n

and Students

Auditions
Saratoga

$1,595

Theatre

production of "Carfli :11" will be
held Monday and Tri-s
30 and 31, in the Saiat.,u..,
13777 Fru t (la!,

Theatre,

Saratoga. Auditions will s:
7 p.m.
Parts are open for men and
women of all ages, singers and
non-singers, A particular. need is
present for specialty acts such as
magicians,
acrobats,
jugglers,
sword swallowers, puppeteers and
musicians of all types.
The play will be directed liv
Mrs. Megan Davidson. Anyriiiii
interested in acting as rehearsal
pianist is advised to call 356-8855 ,

VOLKSWAGEN
BOB HIMSL
First Street, San Jose - 286-8800
1560 North

or 241-4833.
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interview
will have a representative on campus to
prospective

elementary

candidates on March

secondary

and
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teacher

1970. Innovative pro-

recgrams, career salaries, mild climate, excellent
and the
reation area midway between the Sierras
Pacific.

Near colleges and

universities. We

ac-

placetively seek minority applicants. Contact the
for an
ment office for information or to arrange
appointment.

** * * *

If you still have a boy’s dream of helping people...
and a man’s ambition for dignity with high earnings

2.5th
-4nniurriary

exquisitely prepared
reserrations /IOW
Make
cuisine that is graciously serred.
for an erening tif dining elegance.

A visit to Bohannon’s

Meal? S.

RFD

1401 S011111

at Alma
SAN JOSE

IN DAILY-5

’Paint Your Wagon’ Is
A Humorous History

MYSTERIOUS FLUID

Ski Rentals
* Buckle Boots
* Toboggans
* Ski Racks
* Parkas
* Stretch Pants
* Saucers
* Toboggan Boots
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Does "Doggii. .11 I Ilt
rete problem with the play. "Writsound like a play which requires
ri t he St alio Th,:o re opening
ing which has to do with the.
this explanation from the Drama
next Wednesday and repeated
actual situation of the brig,"
Department. "The brutality and
Thursday night at 8:15. The
language are appropriate to the
Craig explained, -it has to IxTheatre Box Office will be open
play but may be offensive to
toned down in the beginning to
1 to 3 p.m. next Tuesday to
some people. The play is not
be climactic at the end"
Thursday and admission will be
recommended for children."
Craig pointed out that he had
50 cent,.
Whether it does or not, the
to develop a "profanity
author of the drama, William R.
The words which a nun
Craig, SJS graduate student who
say in anger are at the lam.,
received his B.A. in Radio and
of the scale which progresses it,
TV here, suggests that anybody
emotional content to words which
who might get "squeamish" not
are commonplace among Intel.New 1969 Renault 10
attend.
Demonstrators from
Current holder of the Samuel
S. Schubert Playwriting Fellowship, Craig said that the story k
I ally about an Army 011 II man who goes AWOL and
spends three days in a Marine
Corps brig.
-triZ*44#411111k
Craig pointed out that the
drama focuses on the confrontation "to stop playing the milit ii trigger -finger’ game against ;Hi
institution whose whole functien
FREE lube with
is to destroy the spirit in man . oil & filter change
Craig’s theme is that "total power defines its own reality."
We service both
One of Craig’s pet worries is
Domestic & Import cars
Corner of list and VS Moss
that he "finds it absurd that folSTAR MOTOR IMPORTS
ed. and Thurs. Night
lowing \Mil the population of
ANII TO
375 S. Market St.
the United States became hor286-6500
rified over the atrocities in the
Dachau and Treblinka concentraFree Body I.:.timatcs
N11111
\
1.111
tion camps, while at the same
time keeping institutions that do
oglataifterikiike~ofteresilliceavaNsileasalteetatteriiakill
to the spirit what those camps
did to the bodies. And I might
add that both situations took
place in the name of patriotism."
Fr. II " sr I k
Ettit EAaTER
Married with three children.
Craig. 31, wrote the drama last

First

For resersation
Phone 2921266

. we offer the rare chance to satisfy the
boy’s heart and the man’s head. We look
for the highly motivated young man for
young woman) who hopes to find an honorable career combining dignity and dollars...and is sensitive to the welfare of
the world’s people.
We can best introduce you to Ortho by
saying that here, medicine and science
meet to promote better maternal and
feminine health, as well as necessary
conception control. Ortho is the only company offering n complete choice of medically accepted methods of birth control
and gynecologic diugs. From Ortho Diagnostics have come many important reagents for identifying blood antibodies,
for hemoglobinometry and coagulation
testing: slide tests for pregnancy and infectious mononucleosis arid suvh life

preservatives as Pap stains for cancer
detection and the recently-introduced
globulin for prevention of Rh hemolytic
disease of babies.
As a sales representative of Ortho,
you’ll be welcomed by pharmacists, doctors and top hospital personnel. And because they need our products for their
patients. you’ll find that being a salesman
is more like being part of the medical
team. And therefore, doubly rewarding.
At Ortho, your material rewards are
much above average a top starting salary, a car for business and personal use:
a lull package of benefits, which includes
A liberal retirement income program plus
free stock of our parent company. Johnson & Johnsen. for those who qualify.
How far can you goat Ortho? 49 former
salesmen Carl idii youthey are new in

top executive or management levels
starting wiin thy-. Chiirrnln of the Board!
We start you off with the finest onthe-job and iii plant trainingat full
pay. For interviews on campus with our
representative Mr. Edward Kenoecly on
March 19 8. 20, please se your Placement Director. If an interview is not
convenient, please write to Mr. R.L.
Johnston. Sales Personnel Employment Director, 22nd Floor, Carew
T11,1,01 CII1,,,,, -,1-, (’Ii ,, .1,-.., ,-,
ORTHO PHARMACEUTICAL

7ACORPOF1ATION
Raritan. New Jersey 08869
Johnson &Johnson Company
An equal opportunity empetlyer (m/f)

Woitncsday, March 11, 1970

II-SPARTAN DUTY

Blood Drive by AFROTC’
Offers Free Credit Cards

Overpowering! . . . Delightjul!"

Spartaguide
TODAV
Campo.
TrI-4 ,
Pacific 1:r
corm.
a !fib’. 1.
lujith ti.
16.

Lon

In the Student
1 h.
Office, second 1,,1
for this wee..kend’s I leave/4) A’alley ski trip. S18 tor inombe,,,
$21 to non-mernher.,.
Anthropology (lob, 12 it) p
C.C.-Almaden Ponoin.
(*trek. K, 12,oli p ii.ci
able) Room. l’on5ent.on .
cussed.
Faculty Book Talk, 12
lIre IILin
sf New Collee on Tit,
I
1
/4/evict’s Cat.ile .o. ’l
.1, I N.
i
Librar Tour., 1
i30.

"Earth first" can effect a unified
national student effort on April 22.
Get into the action by ordering now,
sure to see special "Ecology Day,
April 22, 1970" button below. Avail.
with "Earth First" or flag sym.toi.)

vt
MANKIND’S MANDATE! !(lRIN GREEN)

.

SPRING
SPECIAL!

r

name

14:0 ( Iat.t,Le Illas Serie% 3:30
CONTINUOUS
m., Morris Dailey. "The
Alundnum Can Drive, Seventh
.ixonsored freely by
Street loins. Sierra Club.
Visual
’1.1’1: A.S. and Audio
SpartaCamp Counselors, A.S.
Center.
Council office. Into !AIM’, and ap3:30
l’hritire. International,
plications available. now through
o ’.ola \ eras Room.
March 20.
1 "wig Anwriesins for Freedom
- I VAI’1, 3:30 p.m.. CH 162. All
eouni; Americans for freedom are
S.J.S. BRIDGE CLUB
ins 11E91 to attend.
With Duplicate Play
AIESEC, 7 p.m., C.U.Abnaden
Room. An official from the Fiji
LESSONS: 7:30 P.M. - 8 P.M.
kl:itids will speak on "The Impact of Western Business Firms
Game Beginning at 8 P.M.
i.ti the S,,uth Pacific Region."
STUDENTS: 5.75
Comortunleation - In - Residence
OTHERS: $1.00
7 p.01., IL’.1i...2riontalvo
WEEKLY IN
1;1,4,111.
THE COLLEGE UNION
Home EconuTilltel Club, 7 p.m..
It I CaAtal pot luck dinner with
Beginning March 19
io to -members welcome.
Sailing Club, 7 p.m., Ed 100.
1. shown.
7:30 to 9:30 p.m.,
(;ym. Swimming, badping-pong.
% Ileyhall.
- basketball, dancing
rid.
r.,I Ink 7:30 p.m., C.U.Room. Members are
bring teeshirts for
ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill
Is..lta Phl, 7:30 p.m., Dr.
4office. 414 E. William. YOGA & MEDITATION - MWES 7:30
9:30 eve. 70 HawEr rne Way, S.J. 286.1 e 1 SIM:ROW
5487. Sr; E. ALT.,
Drive. 8:30 a.m., to 4
reed
U.-Ballrootn. Sponsored NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB E
s
,
students a- a
ROTC and Angel night
,.1. Red Cross.
’
dues. Cet. fish ii’0.4
6160.
I llIDAY
-Friela Flicks. 7 and 10 p.m.. FRIENDS OUTSIDE NEEDS TUTORS
Until NOW! Can you spare 2 t
"Wait
I oily.
j
.
cents admission, EOP Forms ava !able a’ F
i
10th Sr.
295.6033 on
El
,
I
SUN VALLEY EASTER, March 212P Ir.
:.1’1’1411).VS’
’ :. U -i Jet, E
, 1.1 P
- In - Residence
’ full cdi
a.m. to 9 p.m. S.F.
It
5223.60. Call B. E.,
1111, ’.1 vamp at La Honda. With
theme of love, car pools leaving ANY AMERICAN BOOK
or 7,31) a.m. from Women’s Gyn.
Tickers available at Seventh
.
256- SA., LIBRORUM 0
611:rot table or in Old cafeteria !
a’
Mar. 15 to
CAR RALLYE
I ii on
O.E.M.9 12 a.m. 3 -Lea unor
, 13 trophies, door
na
.:_us per car. $3 or 50c
u A C E., Ltd. Chapter
FCC."
June I2 -August
FLY TO EUROPE.-Rome. Contact
29. Oa.
5 shop called
1ONS in Los
r
and used
cirrrhes ice women and
lew
pr:cn;7 fizes 3

DID YOU KNOW
-

Tune-ups
V8’s-$30
6 Cy1.-$25

. ’

4 Cy1.-$22.50
TAX INCLUDED

*

All Parts And
Labor Guaranteed:

icrint

address

: A & B Auto Repair
456 E. San Salvador
Phone: 295-4247

c ty
state
I-------.

L.(2 ic.,2 for a great meal?
Fry Red Barn’s combination of a

VARNEY

& Coke

price. ;20
(between 13
Are, Open IC
day. 356-4839 or

. Pri.
6314.

SELLING LATEST SIMON AND GAR
- 7th ,
FUNKEL ALBUM’.
rri. 10:30 a.m. $1.:.. 96L000 ’
Group.
THIS SUMMER SPEND 43 DAYS IN
EUROPE. Si. , ’
4Greece E- -- i ,- .
g S4, zerono & 6
Gel-ma, , Fl
Depa..t .. ,
’ ir,tyy L.A. $1095 (3
lu5; ri 1
I, Eder Bob W
i
WE CAN HELP SPONSOR YOUR NEXT

ment. Write The CONSORTIUM
S
Cordilleras Rd., Redwood City, CA. or
details.
WAIT UNTIL DARK Friday March 13.
Morris Dailey 7 and 10 p.m. 50c Pro.
needs to EOP.
PERSIAN COOKING LESSONS con
ducted by - Maid k Esfandiary. THE
PERSIAN ROOM 20675 4th St.. Saratoga, Starting March 12. Call 867.1107.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
VW REPAIR, New. Rebuilt or Used
Parts, Save $ on Labor & Parts. I will
buy your broken down or wrecked VW.
Herbert, 82 Goodyear, 5,1, 292-3768,
PORSCHE 1961 Super Coupe. Less than
500 mi on comp. rebuilt. Dark gm. w/
grey int. $2375. Call 377-8525 aft. 6 p.m.

tallinew

s5 Oil 1111- in

’57 RANCHERO & ’63 LINC. New En.
gine, brakes and fires. 3 spd. Hurst Lint.
Naug. it. Offer 259.8371.
’60 RENAULT DAUPHINE. Good for
parts. New tires. $40. Call 294.3272.
’69 GTO. RAM AIR IV, 4 spd. & more.
Most Sell $3200 or offer. 415-5934794.
’61 VW SEDAN-Good running cond.
$450. 739-5242 after 4:00 Joe.
’63 CORVAIR MONZA, 4 spd. Runs
good. $250 or offer. Call 292-2691.
’64 FIAT 1100 Sednn, Good Condition.
$350. Phone Dale 286.1735.
’60 SPRITE ENGINE & Transmission As
tenthly. Make Offer. Call Jerry Talburt
286-0183 After 6:00 pm.
’64 TR-4 New on -t. top, seat covers.
E-6
c-1 ’i9n Sl500. Call Nick
296 2:39

to"
E

rt.

Algerian Briar
Hand Fashioned PIPES
Custom Blended Tobacco

Jose State College

Drama Department

The drive will be held in the
College Union tomorrow and Fri-

Presents

day from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Donators must he at least 18 I
year, old and siccigh cot le,191 118

TENNESSEE WILLIAMS’
5ne RoJe

IM11111.1. .

alto

Weei. thru Fri.
Mardi 11-14

pftrarb’s
13ipe &trubarco *pp

8:15 p.m.
Studio Theatre

4546 El Camino Real
Village Cornr Shopping Center
(4151 941-1228
Los Altos Calif. 94022

Students $1.00
General Adm. 82.00
Box Office Open: 1-5 p.m. Weekdays
Phone - 294-6414 ext. 2600

No. 7305 COACHMAN

0.10041140.er,

2 dr hdt. V8, auto/ FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
,,d new tires, $800. new apt. wi.h two others. Near campus.
Call 298-4644.
69 CHARGER R.T, w/Posi & Auto. 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED TO SHARE 3
.a l, now tires. $2895. Call bdrm. house in Sunnyvale. Prin. rm. $45/
rno. Call Harry 245.0604 or 734.2330
.
L672 MWF.
(work).
CORVA1R MONZA 2.dr. 4 speed.
63
s, good cc,rdition. $275. GIRL TO SHARE 2 BDRM. APT. with
one other. Ih block from campus. $65/
mo. Call 298-6153.
ENGLISH MAJOR share 3 bdrm house
POlt SALE (31
and tutor me in English, low rent for
4:30.
nylon strings. right person. 225-5345 after
GUITAR, CLASSICAL
no: a scratch. New $250. GIRL WANTED to share spacious 2
es5,
Most sacrifice $100. 738-2689.
bdrm Apt. In Campus Community w/3
others. 547.50/mo. Call 286-1799.
EXEC. DESK. Has adj. typewriter desk.
’. pros. 345’, Metallic, w/hard rubber MALE ROOMMATE WANTED 2 bdrm.
Phone
$45.
asking
turn, apt. 2 mi. from school $85/mo.
. Cost 5200 new,
296-1735.
298-3684 8:30 a.m. or 6:30 p.m.
-CLASSICAL GUITAR, Rimerez, Must iIL ROOM & BOARD, with private apt., to
offer. Cal Bob, 287-1865. be shared with 1 other male. 5 weekly
dinners, 292-7278.
HALF INTEREST IN SAILBOAT. Coro?, Now berthed Redwood City, MALE ROOMMATE: To share 2 bdrm.
, Santa Cruz. Separate Sailing with 3 others. $50/rno. 429 S. 9th #11,
294-5590 or 433-4590. Tony or Cal.
52500. 335-5132.
64 DODGE

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone yet?
not. near campus. Heated pool. Distinctive wedding invitations by Robert
2 r
576 S. 5th St. #18. Call 292- Hall. 440 W. Taylor, S.J. 298-2308.
545
232’
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED - one Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
upper div, or grad. man to share 2 Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris Aye,
bdrm. apt, with three others. S57.50/rno. Call 371-0395, San Jose.
148 E. Williams St. #28 Call 287-4821.
GENERAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES FOR
OVERSEAS USE. 220 Volt - 50 cycle.
LOST AND FOUND 161
Factory Mfg. major and small appliances.
Allied Export Distributors, 522 Merchant
LOST: Irish Setter. Lost 3,5/70. Last Street, S.F. 94111.
seen area 9th and Reed. Young female. MEET YOUR PERFECT MATCH, 296-3533
Phone 259.5259 or notify A.S. DuplicatCAMPUS DATING SERVICE $2.
ing Center.

EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
LOST - Black kitten - 3 , 70 - from Term Papers, Thesis, etc. Dependable
230 So. 10th. Call 292-32’.?.297-1671, 294-1313,
287-4428 REWA Pr).
OUTSTANDING TYPING - Selectric.
Term Papers, reports, manuscripts. V.
PERSONALS 171
Barker, 294-0076. Weekdays only 8-6.

r

STOLEN FROM SJS GARAGE MARCH
2 -’66 Mustang. Greenish/gold. Small
SJS sticker in rear window. Lic. TCR467. $10 reward for info. Call Lynn 3789150 or 867-1845.
GERRARD STEREO TURNTABLE - Per- IDEAL FOR MARRIED 2 bdrm duplex
tect cond. Also EICO stereo amp. in near City Coll. Available after Easter. ATTENTION: JAMES EDWARD SJS
perf. cond. Make offer. 293-5631 after $140/mo. Unfurn. 287-2652.
PRES. ULTIMATUM: The bread or the
FEMALE TO SHARE I bdrrn, lux. apt. stool - Rinaldi’s kid sister 292.9772.
WAIT UNTIL DARK Friday March 13. owi’wsigchatrret, pool. $55/mo. 259-9679. Out DON - Which Pat? Where did you
Morris Nile,’ 7 and 10 p.m. 50c Promeet her? When are you in 1217 How
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed I blk. about reserve room MWF 9:307
ceeds to EOP.
from campus. $40/mo. Call 287-7654,
SURPLUS - G.I. and COMMERCIAL
field jackets pea coats, bell bott. pants. STOP! Female roommate needed to
SERVICES 181
r vfoarr, camping supplies, sha, disiu,n 2 bdrm., 2 bath apt. with
clohing
15-; 50 9-. 286.4538.
gear, boots. BARGAIN 3 - -,
back pa T:ITY
t Si Hours: 9-6. Closed ROOMMATE NEEDED fo-r-1-1;;Irrn. apt. AUTO INSURANCE - Annual Liability
’
Racs - Married or Single Age 24 and
. .
up $93. Married age 19 to 23 $147. tv,r.
I GENERAL ELECTRIC PORTABLE 1; ,-.’,.. =21
Toll
241-3900.
..-.-., net cord.’ c., MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED --u-pper
--.-. 2 co -c ownhouse at FAST & ACCURATE TYPING for term
0 .
766-4538.
i , ..c., P....., Co .^a. $80/rno. pane’s, reports, etc. Call 293-1648 be.
65 MG
c i i a d Ei-o-cly. Excel-. P
.
’coon 7 p.m. & 9 p.m.
. ’en. Must sell. Cheap. Call 1 C , :E 4 -.22.
MALE GRAD STUDENT seeks one to
STUDENT TYPING in my hems. Past Ac.
Cali
4,-ert
SJS.
2
bdrn.
to
4
MUNTZ
track can tape & 50 tapes. ’
curate, Minor Editing. Mrs. lister. Phone
E’,5
iini .il 52.00 apiece. 2- -’59.
244-6581.
WANTED: MALE ROOMMATE. ---,-RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TAPE
RECORD & TAPE SALE’ I hive con.
RECORDER: Free Service. No contract
1
. . : 3’.., , d can - r
Free Delivery in S.J. Call Esche’s 251FURNISHED
APT
1:’-’,LP records & 45;
2598
c r $3 oo

’,de5,3.6b2,,,ise.tcp.1,,Acell
,
5, , .
on
are
M’ ’ALE’ ROOMMATE
ATE
’ -- Own bg
:-..; pick-up Fri. of the ,
,,,28
a order b i .
- . week.
, 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 c., .,
-, mwil - , ,’, : , - In -rd-Er. 298- ml -

, , 1es

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fast.
- Can ecii.. 5 miles from campus. Mrs. AsInlac-248-4104.
TYPING - thesis, term papers. etc..
..Perienced and fast. Phone 269.8674.

*******

1/13 err ant ON

Where it’s fun to eat

Woulcl you like a tree credit
card? That’s what you’ll get at
Oh,’ Air Force ROTC semi-annual
&IS blood drive.
The only requirement for the
r.rerlit card is that you give one
;lint of blood.
- -

San

Spartan Daily Classifieds

ECOLOGY NOW!

asmomaramosonorai
omminemowsoma
imimainimosami
ECOLOGY NOW (GREEN TACs::YILE RUM
sommemeelmeasismo-sassme.
EARTH FIRST, P.O. Bo 7,1751
Los Angeles, Calii,r
.
nuth items
Send free cateloe
SI,: MAL
ITEM
forth irst
Noe
How Mane’ e.
e’
Arm Rap (felt band;
S1.00 each
Stickers, 6"
!ashes. 61,
500 each
Poster
rape. 2’ so 1
$2.00 each
Outten. 2r/a"
tufty so
SOC each
Apr. 22 But.
t3", sat. cipE
730 eadi
ONE OF
naoMCI
lHCAE
Only 54.00
edit:mew IA ditisc sissi
sming PM Wes he ci e sy
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLO-!.; >

-4400-

HELP WANjED

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

INSIDE SALES, men, good salary. Start
today, 22 hrs. a week. Work until summer. Apply 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 210 S. lot
Rm. 207,
SALE. Ice Cream,, Soft Drink vending
route. Part or full time. Must have
drivers license. We train. Mr. Edwards
358 No. Montgomery 9-11 a.m. 2974228,
PART Time & Temp. babysitters & housekeepers needed. Heatherlee Agencies.
296-3533.
DELIVERYMAN. Light Deliveries, A.M.’s
9.1. No selling. Payday every day. Dependable car necessary. Apply at 3400
El Camino Real, Suite *3, Santa Clara
between 9-11 a.m.
SUMMER POSITIONS AT BOYS CAMP
Counselors - June 26 to A .i 24
Staff Fellowship. Men frcm rI pEi
roi.try and Europe. Openings in L.
swimming
(W.S.I.), sailing, no us
(piano), archery, baseball and basin,
ball coaches, tennis, general with
younger campers. Located in So. Maine.
Fine salaries, travel allowance. Write
fully to Morton J. Goldman 63 Arleigh
Rd., Great Neck. L.1., New York 11021
r. a Camp Takajo.
WAIT UNTIL DARK Friday March 13.
Morris Dailey 7 and 10 p.m. 50c Pro.
reeds to, EOP.

FREE RM/BOARD: to chick as house.
er.comparion for handicap man,
Call Robert. 298.2308.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, U.D. 2
bdrm.. 2 bath. 508 S. 11th St. *7
Maid servre inc. $50 ’month 298.3236

Mar.

12

1514
’1121k 51
regrc;’" tJJ..J.1

4

Sixth and Santa Clara

11:110:1 I SPECIAL:

5 COFFEE

3
4
5
6

One day

Three days

lines
1.50
2.00
2.25
lines
2.00
2.50
2.75
Dui- -2.50- -3.00 -- -3.25 fines
3.00
3.50
3.75

Add this
amount kg
each addl.
home line

50

.50.50

2.40
2.903.403.90
.50

To Place

II- I - 1:30-3:30
TUES.-THURS.

ter:
6Al2,- I’VE SOME 13A9 NEWS, Pk I LIP50N- YoU’VE BEEN
TO HA7ARDoL15 DUTY WITH A STATE -51 De
COLLEGE ReCR1.1i1MENT ETA( L."

fZEA55IGAED

9:30-10:30 - 2-4

refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad hare:

Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.

2.50
3.003304.00

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Anrouncsonsen (1) 0 IMP Wanted (4)
0 Pomona* (7)
0 Automothy (2)
0 Horning (5)
0 Serving (I)
Fit Sill (I)
0 Lod me Fame OG
Traespenseso (11)
-

EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS. Summer
flights: $270-$325 roundtrip, $150 Oneway. Coordinator: Professor Frank Peal,
147 Roycroft, Long Beach 90803. 4382179.

MON.-WED.-FRI.

Five days

.50

DENVER! Ride needed to area at Easter
Vacation. Departure anytime after Mar.
IS. Share Exp. Chuck 289.8616. 346 N.
7th Evenings,

Office -J206

No

Four days

EUROPE - ISRAEL TRAVEL DIS.
COUNTS available to holders of th
international student identity card. For
info, regarding travel discounts and purchase of card, CONTACT: International
Student Club of America, 11687 San
Vicente Blvd. #4, L.A., Callf.90049.
(213) 843-5669. Or campus rep.: Frad
Black, 2536 Regent, Berkeley. (41$) 8431857.

Classified Adv.

(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for eech line)
Two days

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE, $169
one way - $289 round trip. Japan, $350
Contact Prof. Maga, 293-1033.

Come to:

CLASSIFIED RATES
’ II MUM
Three lines
One day

TRANSPORTATION 191

an ad:

HOUSING 151

0’C,

AUTO INSURANCE as low as $109 per
year for married, good students. Also
excellent savings for single men over 21.
Call George Campbell 244-9600,

Make check out to Spartan
Deily Classifieds.
Print Name
Address
City

fOt
Enclosed Is
Pbon

CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CIAGMFIEDI
UN JOU STATE COLLEGE. CALIF.
116114
Nam ’Now 2 Ins slIsr shaft ler @Ile wow.
SEND

Dayri

Phone 294-11414. lit. 2441

